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Correspondence,
To The Editorial Committee,

It The South Australian Ornithologist."
Dear Sirs,

On the 6th December, at about 3 p.m., whilst working on
the Pt. Augusta-Kalgoorlie, railway, between Barton and
Irnmarna (391 miles from Port Augusta) my attention was
drawn to a pair of parrots by 'their unfamiliar cry, which was
quite unlike any' bird that is usually found in this locality
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The birds settled in a low bush and I was able to approach
within about 15 yards of them, and I instantly knew them to
be strangers, as I am familiar with all the species of parrots
to be found in this part. I had a clear view of them for perhaps
a minute, and the description is as follows:-Size, a little longer
than a Mulga Parrot (Psephotus varius) , but slimmer and
smaller than a Port Lincoln Parrot tBcmordiu« zonarius).
Colour, head, back, wings and tail very light turquoise blue,
something similar to a sky-blue Budgerigar (.LVelopsittacui>
undulatuey, but of a slightly more greenish tinge, the head being:
a little darker in shade. The tail seemed extra long in propor
tion to the rest 'of the bird, with a black tip. Just before the
bird flew it turned around in the bush and I noted a bar of
dirty white or an extremely pale blue colour about half an inch
wide across the back' just above the tail. This was the only
break in the turquoise colour that I noted. I did not see either
the breast or belly of 'either bird. I was also too interested
in what appeared to be the male bird to take much notice of
the female (?), but it was of the same general shape and
appeared to be of a uniform drab green.

I am well acquainted with all the parrots usually found
in this locality, and a search through Leach's and Cayley's
books on Australian Birds failed to show any even slightly
resembling the "mystery birds." I am quite at a loss as to.
what they may be, but I thought they may have some bearing:
on the birds mentioned in Mr. H. H: Finlayson's article (S.A.
Ornithologist, Vol. XII, pt. 2, April, 1933), as having been.
reported to him by Liddle and. others.

I will be visiting this locality again early in February, and,
I intend to be on the watch for the birds, although I do not
feel very hopeful.

I omitted to mention above that the country is undulating-
sandhills, which do not drift to. any extent. The covering is
mostly White Mallee with some patches of "Spinifex"_

Yours truly,

A. R. R. HIGGINSON.
Port Augusta, 18/12/1938.

[The above description is rather meagre, but is undoubtedly
unlike that of any known.Australian parrot. Further than this:
we cannot comment without seeing a specimen of the bird in
question.-Eds.] ;
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